TRIKING GOLD

Add some bling to your interiors with this precious metal that glitters does happen to be gold. Products catch eyes, strike up invitations and inspire elegance.

Agape Golden Mist pattern from Amisco’s Collection creates a sunny, floral accent. This design is inspired by the beauty of botanical shapes and colors,” says Aric Schulter. “Using our Venice line, Agape body comes to life, and adds vibrancy and dynamism to hospitality through a range of color and finish options.”

The postmodern design from B house features a variety of traditional production pieces to craft an avant-garde furniture piece. This piece can be a focal point of color, form, and content filled with the experiences, pleasures, passions and life events that shaped it.”

The collection of B house and cabinet hardware from Ashley harmonizes with virtually any style of decor. The designs are styled to add a feeling of warmth to any space.”

The crystal-like pendant from Schonbek blossoms with a feel of polished crystals. Each stem emerging from the center of the orb is topped with a hand-cut crystal prism that is formed crystal patterns in the reflected light. “It’s a beautiful design,” says Charles Prince. “The design was, in many ways, the iconic design, to connect the rooms in which it’s placed.”

The Blooming hanging lamp from B House Lighting is composed of seven metal floral pendants with faceted crystal forms in the reflected light. “It’s inspired by the delicate seed pod of a orchid,” says Charles Prince. “The design was, in many ways, to connect the rooms in which it’s placed.”

The Blooming hanging lamp from B House Lighting is composed of seven metal floral pendants with faceted crystal forms in the reflected light. “It’s inspired by the delicate seed pod of an orchid,” says Charles Prince. “The design was, in many ways, to connect the rooms in which it’s placed.”
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